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Katherine Hatashita-Lee Your Android Web browsers provide your search history with the most recent sites listed first. This browsing history can bring each entry to a new tab for quick access. Browser apps also allow you to manage a log with the ability to delete this search history for your privacy. Google Chrome registers your searches and displays the
date and time on the story screen. The Chrome Menu button next to Omnibox includes story settings. The log shows searches in reverse chronological order, with the latest searches at the top and the oldest searches at the bottom. Each entry includes a 24-hour time, such as 7 p.m. at 7 p.m. The X button on each field allows you to remove this website from
the story. The Clear Browsing Data button opens a checklist with preferred options, such as Clear Browsing History and Clear Autofill Data, to manage a registered search. The Mozilla Firefox app also registers your searches in reverse chronological order. When you hold the tablet in a horizontal position, clicking on the dark gray header angle next to the
first tab extends the sidebar with the icon I'm at the bottom. Click on this I icon to display three tabs: Best sites, bookmarks, and history. Click History to view the magazine to search. The headlines section include today, yesterday, 7 days back and over 7 days. This Firefox History tab doesn't sort by exact date or time as the Google Chrome app does.
Tapping and holding a website link brings up a pop-up. Choose one of these options: Open in a new tab, Share, Delete or Add to your home screen. Opera Mini provides an O menu icon in the navigation bar with a drop menu that includes the Story button. Click the Story icon to open the story window with the latest site at the top of the list. The Clear All
button erases your web search. UC Browser includes the Menu button, displaying the bookmark/history icon in the overall tab sheet. Click bookmarks/history to open the next screen, and then tap the Story tab to open the search history. The Control button on the lower screen filters the recordings. For example, click the Control button and then click by date in
the menu. Your searches appear in sections for today, yesterday and two days ago. The Clear button will remove the browsing history. Until then Cardboard, hello Google Daydream View. During Google's announcement today in San Francisco, the company unveiled its latest mobile VR headset, which will work in conjunction with Daydream-enabled
smartphones - and from the early years, which includes the recently announced Google Pixel and Pixel XL smartphones. While Google Daydream View shares some quirky features of current mobile VR headsets handling right now, it sets itself apart primarily with the type of material it is fashioned out of. Unlike Which relies heavily on plastic, Daydream
View has more persona invitations thanks in part to mesh material that covers the entire headset - a material dubbed textiles. It definitely provides a better texture than the cold plastic we're used to getting with competing headsets. And surprisingly, it's surprisingly lightweight with some soft cushioning that lines the area that goes around your face. Visually,
Google Daydream VR looks like something that would be more inclined to complement your outfit - as opposed to futuristic, sci-fi-like styles of other headsets. Now, as far as we like its specific design and material, our question basically is one strip that is used to fasten it tightly around our head. Simply put, it's not enough to maintain the entire weight of the
headset, along with the phone that's out there. Don't get us wrong, it feels super comfortable to wear, but since it lacks that other strap that goes over your head, just like Samsung Gear VR's immatim, we end up finding ourselves constantly propping up or maintaining the headset on our side - just to stabilize and keep it in place. Beyond that, we have almost
no doubts about his fit and feel. Once Google Pixel is safely located on the spot, we are immediately transported to the main menu. Using an accompanying remote control that reminds us a lot of the Google Nexus Player remote because of its simplicity, we can direct ourselves to the main VR menu. The controller itself is somewhat similar to htc Vive
controllers, in the way it is able to accurately track movement in space. For example, you see a virtual view of the controller in the VR space, so twisting, tilting or moving it in space is tracked. In our first demo, we got the same dinosaur treatment demo through YouTube 3D that Google showed during its ad - so you can tell we were just sitting down for a ride
with this. Even so, Daydream VR has managed to deliver some sharp detail and enough responsiveness to make for an immersive experience. The second demo, however, provides a more detailed look at Daydream's capabilities, since the demo relied on the controller to manipulate the ball through the maze from point A to point B. As we tilt the controller to
get the ball moving to certain points, we have to admit that it's quite responsive for the most part. However, we can say that there is a subtle delay in what we see in the VR world from what we do with the controller in real time. It's not bad to be honest, but we're dying to see an even better experience to appreciate its true value. Most of what we've been
through so far have been static experiences, which means we are still doing the same sitting and looking back positions. At this point, the only thing we can say This experience, over what we get with cardboard, is the use of a controller with experience. At $79 for Daydream View when it comes out in November, it's just a smidgen lower in price that some
current headsets are around. Do you think it's been two years since Google Cardboard was first introduced to the world during Google I/O 2014? The platform that Google has developed has provided almost everyone and every Android-based smartphone with a virtual reality flavor - and without the need to invest such a huge amount of money in the
process, what made it available to a wide range of people. Fast forward now, the mobile virtual reality experience is evolving with the release of Google's next-generation headset. The level of immersion is undoubtedly crucial in making virtual reality believable, so it will be intriguing to see how advances from Google Daydream View will make for a compelling
argument for the segment. Mobile VR, as we have seen so far, has been largely static compared to what commercial VR systems, such as the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, have delivered for a decent time. Let's just cross our fingers and hope that this next iteration is a leap forward - as opposed to just a small step up from what we know and is. Daydream VR
titles are available on the day of the launch OfsignSorry Cardboard, you were cheap and easily accessible to the masses, but comfort and ergonomics were not at all. Fortunately, Google's approach this time is more attentive about those two qualities, seeing that Daydream View adopts a design that is more enjoyable for styling modern clothing - rather than
the monolithic, sometimes sci-fi-looking designs of other headsets. In fact, his design is inspired by the clothes we wear, so to this extent, there is a friendly demeanor of his special appearance. While we welcome Google's choice for the material used by the headset, this breathable fabric-esque material dubbed textiles, they missed the mark in terms of its
installation. To be fair, however, the soft fabric material feels good over the skin and surrounding areas that goes over our eyes. And the uniformity it exudes is far more charming in appearance than the prototype-esque aesthetics of Samsung Gear VR, or the dampness of a cardboard headset. However, having only one adjustable strap that goes around our
head with Daydream View, he doesn't seem equipped to keep himself propped up while he's worn. When you put the Google Pixel XL in the headset, the weight of the phone causes it all to become front heavy - making it a nuisance due to the constant need to be propped up with our free hands. Of course, this particular design flaw can be improved by
simply adding another strap, go over the head. Of course, the decision to go with the fabric exterior is a great direction for the headset's overall design, but when it cracks under the weight when the phone is in place, it's more of an annoyance than anything else trying to constantly adjust the straps. Nice design, but this one drawback is egregious.
SetupReally, there is nothing to it with the process of setting up Google Daydream View. Once Google Pixel XL is securely fixed in place, the sensors automatically launch the Daydream app. After that, all you need to complete the initial installation process is to press and hold the Home button on the new controller that comes complete with the headset. We
will mention, however, that Google manages to at least plan accordingly with the controller. Its diminutive size, in fact, allows it to be hidden in the inside of the headset when it is not in use. For what it does in the VR world, this new accessory adds to the VR experience, providing us with an expressive and intuitive way to interact with things. Not only does it
have a touchpad, but also a normal house, back and volume control, it is capable of sensing movement. Call it a secret weapon in its arsenal, it's similar in the premise to other motion sensing controllers - like Nintendo Wii remotes, DualShock 4, and even HTC Vive controllers. Once the calibration is complete, we automatically connect to the Daydream
Home portal, which is installed in this forest world, and this is the area where we see all our downloaded apps and content. Currently, however, this portal is the only way to initiate the download of applications supported by Daydream. This means that the Google Play Store doesn't have a separate app download section yet, so you have to use the Daydream
VR interface. VR experienceGiven that Daydream View is still a vessel for brain surgery, Google Pixel XL in our case here, its implementation does not stray far from other mobile VR experiences - including cardboard. In our time to check out the limited selection of Daydream applications and experiences, we can agree that follows the same fundamental
properties of what we have seen from mobile VR already. This means that it's still basically a static experience, one with a limited range extending to looking all around us as we sit or stand still. Before we delve into his experience, let's briefly talk about the two lenses in the headset that allow us to see in this virtual reality. There's not much to complain about,
especially when a phone in four HD resolution is the gold standard for mobile VR nowadays. In addition, the lenses have enough coverage to never once make it feel narrow as we peer into them. And in our short time with headset, we never once felt nauseous using it, which can also be attributed to Power and smooth performance of Google Pixel XL.
Returning to the overall VR experience, Daydreamstill can't escape the static approach of current mobile VR implementations. Indeed, the addition of a motion controller does nicely to enhance the experience, but in the end, we are still confined to our space while just being able to look around. Unfortunately, there is no progress in terms of spatial motion
tracking, which obviously will involve a little more equipment to achieve. The controller acts as a pointer in the virtual world, and in some cases, it's even virtualized for us to watch. With the look of it, tracking the motion seems spot-on and reacting like swinging, tilting and panning it is accurately tracked - so it works very hard like other motion controllers. The
caveat is that it is tethered in such a way that it does not respond properly in the VR world when it has risen over the headset. This is a slight limitation, of course, but, nevertheless, one that we have to mention. Don't get us wrong, the motion controller absolutely enhances the mobile VR experience, but ultimately the overall experience is still very similar to
Cardboard and Gear VR. Thus, its immersion level still does not correspond to what is achieved by the complex VR systems out there. For on-the-go experience, it achieves the same result as other mobile solutions - just that it is enhanced by adding a motion controller. Games and content We have been checking out several games and experiences with
Google Daydream View, ahead of its official availability date of November 10. It's really hard to tell after checking them out if it's a home run for Daydream, especially when you know developers will surely create some cool and innovative content as time passes. At the same time, however, we'll just say this is just the beginning - so don't expect anything
extraordinary. Google's apps, such as YouTube, Street View, Google Photos and Play Movies, act as you'd expect, making them function in the same quality as mobile VR. Street View allows us to visit famous landmarks in distant places, or visit the street where we spent most of our childhood. There's nothing exorbitant with VR experience, naturally, since
it's a static experience that allows us to absorb sights and landscapes - when using a motion controller to quickly move from one place to another. With Play Movies, it does nothing more than replicate the big screen movie theater experience. Again, we can't stress enough about the static experiences here that involve a headset not being able to measure
spatial motion. The motion controller makes it more convenient when interacting with in the VR world, such as pointing to the dots to go from one area to another in View. Despite its addition, it doesn't do much to move forward the experience - still, it's better than pressing a button on a headset, or something like that. When they go to games, they use a
motion controller better. Games like Wonderglade, makes it necessary to use a controller to play many mini-games out there. For example, it is used as a fire hose to douse the flames, it becomes a golf club in mini golf, and even show its tracking movement, tilting it in all sorts of ways to guide the ball through the maze. Wonderglade certainly best
demonstrates the potential of implementing a motion controller in the VR world. Other games we've tested also use a motion controller. In Mekorama, we use a motion controller to help guide a tiny robot friend through these puzzles, pointing him where to go, moving blocks with a motion controller to gain access to new levels, and more. Endless shooters are
transformed, as well as with the implementation of Daydream View. Gate hunters in particular, uses a touchpad controller to navigate our player on the map, while using the controller at the same time for target enemies. These games better show how valuable the motion controller is with overall experience. It's a bit of a tease so far, so we're itching to see
how other games and experiences are trying to innovate the overall VR experience. ConclusionCardboard is so loved not only because it exposes the vast majority of virtual reality smartphone owners for the first time even, but also because of the minimal cost of investment coming from users. With Daydream View, of course, its new motion controller and
breathable fabric design means that there are significant costs attached to it for its cardboard brothers. At first glance, the cost of Daydream View at $79 may seem alarming, but it actually undermines competition - making for a real solution that is priced effectively. However, the more important question we must ask is whether these new implementations add
any value to the overall experience. Early on, this doesn't seem likely as we believe that only one game really manages to harness the power of the new motion controller. Again, things may well change quickly once the headset launches and developers can continue to tinker with it more, fine-tune things, and eventually come up with some ingenious ways
this system can really sell virtual reality to the masses. One of the most pressing things, however, is simply the continuation of the static approach - something that hasn't changed at all. The missing part here is spatial tracking, what was the defining as well as the differentiation factor that separates mobile VR from the full-scale experience we see in things
like Sony VR, HTC Vive, and Oculus Rift. We Are We recommend picking up Google Daydream View right now, mainly because it's just a small step forward from what we've seen in the VR mobile space over the past few years. Again, if you have a Pixel, it's only $79, and so you don't exactly invest a ton of money for the opportunity to dive a little deeper
with VR than you could with cardboard. Cardboard.
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